A previously developped microstructural description of the single crystal hardening law at the dislocation density scale has been introduced into a simulation code of FCC crystal finite elastic plasticity. In addition to the usual phenomenological and crystallographic parameters of the crystal plasticity in the athermal range, such a microstructural plasticity modelling allows some evolution estimates, under various mixed, regular and uniform loading conditions, for different types of dislocations (primary ones from source activation and glissile or sessile interaction products) on each crystallographic system (either of easy glide or not) of the considered structure. The relations between microstructure evolutions and hardening characteristics can thus be analyzed for different loading situations, either for isolated or for collections of grains. For a global visualisation of the dislocation distribution evolution with plastic straining, mainly in statistical terms but including some spatial features too, the concept of microstructural pole figure is introduced.
INTRODUCTION
Although substantial efforts in the last years to derive microstructure based descriptions of the global intracrystalline plasticity up to numerical representations, one does not find in the literature much attempts to use such advanced modellings for detailed analyses of these microstructure characteristics and of their evolution under load (dislocation density multiplication on the various systems, main Burgers vector types, major interaction modes,...) and for comparison or correlations between such characteristics and the phenomenological ones.
We here present some analyses of detailed dislocation microstructure evolutions in plastically strained FCC single crystals, using a previously introduced microstructural hardening law written such as to follow separately the various dislocation -primary or interaction products -families multiplications, in correlation with the phenomenological features of the crystal hardening. This microstructural hardening description is integrated into a finite elastic plastic numerical model for FCC crystals, the bases of which have also been presented in previous papers [l] . We first reintroduce the particularities of the here used microstructural hardening description, extended in order to account for anihilation processes which were not regarded so far. We then illustrate the kind of predictions one may derive from it, for uniaxial loading of differently oriented crystals. We finaly introduce a global representation of the dislocation microstructure evolution, based on the concept of microstructural pole figure.
MICROSTRUCTURAL CRYSTAL HARDENING DESCRIPTIONS
The microstructural hardening law expression now more widely admitted is the anisotropic extension of the Taylor relation, with the equivalent forms: xS c = ^b)2pg e ff/2xg c , P^eff = Σ pgl e ff (la)
or pg e ff= ΣΑ^ρ'ο (lb)
where pSeff means the effective total dislocation obstacle density to dislocation motion on a g slip sysyem, pg'eff the individual effective 1 obstacle density opposing to g slip and p' Q the current «true» density on the 1 system (acting as the current «true» 1 obstacle density) of obstacle strength to g slip, explicitely represented by the AS· dislocation contact interaction coefficient. This [A] matrix is basicaly temperature and stacking fault energy dependent, and is therefore a material constant characteristic under specified external conditions. In a strict forest model, the summation on the pg'eff must not include the effective individual obstacle densities which belong to the same slip plane as the g system. It is worth to underline that in (lb) the [A] matrix contains all the dislocation interaction strength anisotropy, an isotropic [A] matrix ensuring isotropic hardening whatever the obstacle distribution is. According to whether or not the [A] basic anisotropy matrix is explicitely introduced in p^eff. ((l a ) or (lb)), the obstacle dislocation evolution laws are differently defined (pg'eff or P^o) an< 3 will have to be expressed differently.
The first noticeable extension of (lb) here accounted for, in comparison to the usual analyses, is the inclusion into the summation over the individual obstacle densities which harden the crystal, of populations which can multiply either directly from source activation (1 refers necessarily to a slip system in this case only) or .undirectly from (h,k) dislocation interactions (with h and k referring to slip systems but not necessarily 1). The 1 «obstacle systems» are defined by a m' unit vector in a Burgers vector family direction, and by a n' unit vector corresponding to a family of dislocation segment with a t' tangent vector such that n' = mW 1 (screw segments are considered equally distributed on the m' colinear systems). This current obstacle density on 1 therefore differs from the density of primary dislocation p'p created on 1 from the plastic strain onset, a part p'q of which may have quit the 1 system at the current plastic state and is then no more stored on 1 but «rearranged» on a different k system after interaction. Conversely, the 1 obstacle current population includes, in addition to p'p . p'q ( rearranged dislocations from (h,k) slip system pairs. As revisited from [2] , the current dislocation obstacle density multiplication on a 1 system (the dislocation anihilations are regarded later on) is here taken under the form:
with:
the primary density part still currently mobile on 1 (assumed associated with negligible microslip), s a unit area, and with c'(h,k) a proportionality factor C which reduces to zero for (h,k) pairs not interacting such as to create interaction products on 1 (this [C] matrix must not depend on the dislocation interaction strength anisotropy contained in the already introduced [A] one). A first steady state slip on 1 would then correspond to a stationarity between dislocation production and rearrangements, such that p'm will become a constant density pM. This density of «still freely mobile» dislocations is here similar in characteristics with the conventionaly called mobile dislocation density, which is related with the plastic deformation according to the Orowan law: Y^p'mbv 1 (4).
Note that in using the Schmid flow conditions for rate independant plasticity modelling, the slip rate become non zero on a 1 slip system when the applied resolved shear stress τ' equals the critical stress t' c , which has to be a macroplastic threshold in the present description of hardening. As pointed out in [3] , different definition cnoices for x' c may imply different interpretations of the hardening anisotropy.
Carefull attention must be paid to the description of the obstacle density storage on each 1 system. The first fundamental feature is that such a storage may be direct or undirect, as already underlined in [4] , But of equal importance is the fact that according to (3) the direct storage on 1 is only the part of the primary density increase on 1, the one which is still on 1 at the current state, while the indirect storage on 1 comes on the contrary from the rearranged part of the k other primary densities . This distinction is necessary in order to not count twice the same dislocation populations, say on one hand as currently belonging to the system on which they have been created and on the other hand on the system where they currently lie after an interaction process. In terms of current hardening characteristics, the second identification is the relevant one. The relation (2) has to be compared with the usual expressions for the obstacle density multiplication, of the form (including a presteady state dislocation increase and calling it p^m as in (2)):
where one uses (4) and:
and where the Rlk terms are, like the c l(h,k) terms in (2), proportionality factors (which, for exemple, distinguish between direct -for l=k -and undirect storage). Note that the R' k terms must not represent dislocation interaction strengths when this is already accounted for by the [A] matrix in (lb). We will see in what follows that (2) may be considered as equivalent to:
provided that the appropriate form is given to l/bD h . In (5) From (2), a linear hardening is then obtained when assuming, in addition to (4) and (6):
with A different from the D k parameters definition and representing a larger constant (or weakly varying with respect to x k c ) mean length, at which the mobile dislocations become strongly pinned by a high strength interaction, here assumed to be the junctions. This mean length could for exemple be a mean dislocation substructure size, the «skeleton» of which being related to the interaction product density increase here explicitely accounted for. Therefore, with p% = p" m + Y h /bA, the anisotropic hardening law here used takes the form:
what corresponds in (7) to:
If one now assumes p? e ff to be a balance between a multiplication part p8 + e ff and an anihilation one pS'eff which becomes non zero when at least one obstacle density reaches a critical value l/λ (stage III onset), the term in brackets in the expression (9) stands for p8 + eff· We here use the p §" e ff expression:
such that in steady state and multislip, the isotropic form of (9) would be, with Γ=Σγ', and with pTM = ΣρΜ:
The expression (12), where -qu = νλμΝλ, has to be compared to the Voce law type [5] corresponding hardening expression, which, in the isotropic hardening case and for multislip steady state, can be written (taking a diagonal R matrix):
Such modifications with regard to the usual expressions do not lead to the simplest hardening law forms one can derive from the basic relations (1), (4) and (7). For exemple, anisotropic hardening laws may be derived directly from the isotropic forms in (12) or (13) when one is only interested in phenomenological characteristics of single crystal plasticity such as yield surface evolution, strain modes and lattice rotations. But a microstructural expression such as (9) -including (1L) -allows quantitative estimates of the relative evolutions of the p'o individual obstacle dislocation density on the various 1 «obstacle systems» of the structure, whenever the 1 system is of easy glide or not, the major obstacle types being here assumed to be the glissile or the sessile junctions, such as, for the latter ones, the well known and essential Lomer Cottrell locks in FCC crystals. Since the junctions are expected to lie along the intersection of the slip planes of the interacting dislocations, the populations of such obstacles are completely defined with respect to their three characteristics m,n and t vectors. This provides a significant data set concerning the substructure characteristics, if these dislocation interaction products can be considered as responsible for the initiation of the network on which the dislocation substructure is built up at large enough plastic strain.
We now illustrate some simulation results concerning the relations between the macroscopic and microstructural features of FCC single crystal plasticity, based upon the hardening law (9), without or with anihilation according to (11).
SIMULATED DISLOCATION DENSITY EVOLUTIONS IN FCC CRYSTALS
Taking pS rn =pM(xS/x? c ) c I' the main parameter values to be specified, in addition to the initial x?o (or p §o) and to the [A] matrix form and anisotropy are: pM, q, sC and A in (9),(their relative influence on the stress strain curves shapes and on the dislocation evolution rates have been presented in [6] ), and:
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The lower curv e for both "roups is the primary B4 system 60 Figure 1 : simulated uniaxial unconstrained (U) and constrained (C) tension of a (111) (left) and a (123) (right) FCC single crystal, a) stress (the fifth dotted curve corresponds to the (C) <lll> tension in accounting for anihilation terms (11) discussed in the following), and b) critical shear stresses, versus strain curves (below). Systems are referred to in using the Schmid and Boas notation (see [2] We first neglect the anihilation term given in (11). The loadings are described in assuming different types of locally prescribed conditions, from kinematically unconstrained (U) loading (only the axial deformation is prescribed, while the complementary stress rates are assumed to remain zero), to the usual description (C) with kinematical constraints (a tensile axis invariant in space). The experimental response of a loaded single crystal being not homogeneous in general, it is expected to be intermediate between these local conditions.Without anihilation, the reported curves in figure 1 for U and C tension tests, are consistent with stage II hardening in multislip for the <lll> orientation, and with the succession of a stage I and a stage II hardening for the non symmetrical <123> orientation (stage I almost desappears in constrained tension). The single secondary active system in <123> U tension does not operate at the stage I -stage II hardening slope change, but farther in stage II, as experimentally observed. tension tests. If linearity of p'p/pO with slip is obvious in <lll> tension, one may remark for the <T23> orientation that the primary dislocation densities increase before macroslip activity of the operative system. This is due to the p^m presteady state dislocation density increase, according to (3) . The stage II hardening initiation corresponds with the increase of p^m on the h secondary active system, the macro activity of which occurs at p^m = pM. Horizontal stages correspond to potential inactive systems (here pM=100p0). The dominant interaction product densities differ from one loading orientation to another, and also for different loading conditions applied to a given crystal orientation. Lomer Cottrell multiplication on (100) planes products mainly result from conjugate systems interactions, a characteristic of stage II hardening for FCC crystals. Comparisons of such predictions with experimental data have been reported in [7] . In case of symmetrical loading orientations where several slip systems are equally loaded, the here predicted active slip mode is not necessarily the mode for which all the potential slip systems are simulateneously active. The active mode depends on the assumed material hardening anisotropy, and on the assumed mode selection criterion which here leads to prefer, when several admissible slip modes may fullfill the prescribed loading conditions, the mode of lower (physical plus geometrical) hardening. The figure 3a shows the influence on the critical shear stress strain curves of an anihilation process introduced according to (11), in the case of a <111> C tension (the stress strain curve has been plotted on figure la). Such a modification of the hardening law correctly describes the stage III hardening, where cross slip is expected to limit the dislocation interactions and multiplications. Here, cross slipping is not accounted for in the kinematics of the strained crystal (some influence on the associated rotation is only expected in compressive loading). The figure 3b shows the related modifications on the interaction products dislocation density evolutions at large enough strain. The so introduced anihilation process results in decreasing the multiplication rate of the interaction products (from parabolic to linear with strain), consistently with the interpretation that cross slip helps to avoid interaction (cutting) processes.
Such a microstructural analysis of the single crystal hardening, powerfull to give semi quantitative statistical information on the strain induced dislocation population anisotropy, is limited by the increasing quantity of parameters to be estimated. In order to help a global analysis of the microstructure arrangement, the concept of microstructural pole figure has been introduced as now described.
THE CONCEPT OF MICROSTRUCTURAL POLE FIGURE
In a crystal pole figure, each pole is the orientation of a crystallographic plane family. During straining, the pole figure rotates as the crystal lattice with respect to the loading frame. If one weigths, at every stage of the straining, each pole with an estimate of the interaction product density which currently belongs to the related plane family, one has a global view of the current obstacle dislocation distribution in the crystal. For FCC crystals, the so defined microstructural pole figure is concerned with the (111) and the (100) planes: the former ones contain the remaining (p'm) primary dislocations and the glissile interaction (junction) products , while the latter planes contain the (Lomer Cottrell) sessile junction products. Such a representation is illustrated on the figure 4 for the <123> U tension (no anihilation). The dislocation populations may also be gathered with respect to their Burgers vector, here of the <110> type. This global representation of the structure immediately indicates which are the plane families where the dislocation density increase, say the statistical microstructure anisotropy evolution, and their current orientation with respect to the loading frame, what adds some spatial information to the statistical one.
CONCLUSION
A microstructural crystal plasticity numerical modelling allowing to follow individual obstacle population evolutions has been here described and illustrated. Interests of such statistical dislocation structure analyses in terms of structure anisotropy and orientation characteristics can be for exemple found in the investigation of the material weakening processes (by oriented accumulation of dislocative defects), or of the fracture microstructural characteristics, in fatigue, at large strains, or for complex loading paths. The correlation of such still mainly statistical informations on the dislocation distribution, to the spatial arrangements characteristics as identified from transmission electronic microscopy remains an open problem.
